Welcome to the…

“Portuguese Buddies” Program!

Organized by the SDSU’s Program on Brazil, “Portuguese Buddies” seeks to enhance the learning of both Portuguese and English as foreign languages for SDSU students by creating conversational partnerships between native speakers of English or Portuguese.

We will pair you with a partner who is a native speaker of the language you are learning with the goal that you will meet at least once a week to speak and evolve in both languages.

Join us on Friday, October 5th for Brazil Coffee Hour!
Location: International Student Center (ISC)
Time: 12:00-1:00

For more information, contact Cassia De Abreu: brazilcoordinator@sdsu.edu

This program is organized by the J. Keith Behner and Catherine M. Stiefel Program on Brazil in collaboration with SDSU’s Portuguese Department (Department of Spanish and Portuguese)